Isolation of a metastable geometrical isomer of a hexacoordinated dihydrophosphate: elucidation of its enhanced reactivity in umpolung of a hydrogen atom of water.
Two of five conceivable geometrical isomers of a hexacoordinated dihydrophosphate bearing two sets of a bidentate ligand were investigated. X-ray crystallographic analysis of both of isomers, 1a-TPP and 1b-TEA, revealed their octahedral geometries of C(2) and C(1) symmetry, respectively, which were consistent with the NMR spectra. The isomer 1b-TEA underwent both hydride reduction of an aldehyde and proton exchange with water at room temperature in DMSO without any additive. A one-pot reaction of both of the reactions of 1b-TEA with D(2)O and an aldehyde or a ketone under the above conditions proceeded successfully to give the deuterated alcohol. Thus, umpolung of a hydrogen atom of water with 1b-TEA was achieved under much milder conditions than those used in the reaction with another isomer, 1a-TEA. Quantitative isomerization of 1b-TEA to 1a-TEA occurred in methanol at room temperature. Calculations on the five conceivable geometrical isomers of the anionic part of the dihydrophosphate revealed their relative stability, which reasonably explained the isomerization, and the larger negative charge at the atoms located at the trans positions of the oxygen atoms. The smaller coupling constants of the P-H and P-C bonds located at the rear of an oxygen atom in the NMR spectra resulted in the smaller s character of these bonds. The differences in both hydride-donation and proton-exchange reactivities between 1a-TEA and 1b-TEA could be explained by the differences in the atomic charge of the hydrogen atom and the stability difference of the initially formed phosphorane intermediates, respectively.